Welcome to Transact
Welcome to the first issue of Transact for
2019. There has been lots happening here at
TNS and this issue brings you updates and
information on our latest acquisitions,
upcoming events you can find us at and some
new resources we have available.
If you would like to know more about any of the
subjects covered in this issue, please do not
hesitate to get in touch with your account
manager or email solutions@tnsi.com.
Michael Johnson
Managing Director, Asia Pacific, FinTech Solutions

TNS Expands with South American Acquisition

TNS is expanding into Brazil through the acquisition of mobile and Internet of Things (IoT)
communications specialist Link Solutions. The family-owned business has over 500,000
Link managed SIMs which, when combined with TNS’ own SIM network, means TNS now
manages almost a million SIMs around the world.
Click here to read the full article

Join the TNS Team at Money
20/20 Asia, Singapore

The Paypers Publishes
Essential TNS Insights

Attending Money 20/20 this year? Come

TNS’ Mark Collins, Managing Director,

and meet with the TNS team to learn

EMEA, has appeared in The Paypers

about how our solutions can help address

recently with two contributing articles for

the latest disruptions and trends.

its Thought Leader Insight series. Click
here to read: Make time to address 4G

If you would like to arrange a meeting

migration before it’s too late and Does

with us during the event, please
email solutions@tnsi.com.

migrating to the cloud put payment data
at risk?

Are You Affected by 2G and 3G Networks Shutting Down?

As 4G technology is now widely available operators are turning off 2G and 3G networks to
free up resources and reassign spectrum.
View our infographic and video to see which key countries are affected

How will the Payments
Landscape Evolve in 2019?

TNS Acquires OpSiSe SAS

What will drive payment trends in 2019?

TNS is delighted to have acquired the
assets of OpSiSe SAS, based in France.

Cardless ATMs? Voice assistants?

The OpSiSe platform includes a set of

Cryptocurrencies? PSD2?

online tools, reporting and mobile
application capabilities that our payments

Read our infographic for insights into the

clients can utilize to manage and monitor

key developments which could shape the

POS terminal estates, analyze
transaction flows and service their

payments industry in 2019.

merchant customers more effectively. We
Click here to download the infographic

Check out the New TNS Blog!

will be sharing further information shortly.

We are excited to announce the launch of our brand new TNS Blog! Our innovative new
blog on the TNS website will give you regular insights into hot topics and industry trends
centred around the payments, financial services and telecoms industries.
Click here to read the TNS blog

Overcoming Challenges of
Migrating to 4G

Pressure Mounts on Retailer
Store Networks

As we continue to help a growing number
of customers migrate to 4G, we are
seeing consistent challenges arise. US

Retailers globally are facing
overwhelming pressures from

Product Manager, Chris Walker, gives his
insights into how to overcome antenna
signal strength issues, router connectivity
problems and other issues.

technological and behavioural changes,
the growth of data consumption
requirements and the increase in
compliance requirements. Our infographic
shows how TNSLink for Retail can help
overcome these hurdles.

Click here to read the blog
Click here to download the infographic

GWA Dual SIM Routers Help
Customers Avoid Outage

Visit TNS’ ATMIA Showroom

Several TNS customers recently faced a
disruptive unrelated telco outage but were

TNS is pleased to renew its membership
of the global board of the ATM Industry
Association (ATMIA) and will continue to

able to keep accepting payments thanks
to the deployment of dual SIM routers as

contribute toward its aims and objectives.

part of our TNS Global Wireless Access
Solution. In response to the issue the
TNS service failed over as intended. To

Visit our Showroom on the ATMIA
website to find a summary of TNS key
products and collateral.

learn more about the reassurance dual
SIMs provide, please contact your
account manager or

Visit our ATMIA Showroom

email solutions@tnsi.com

TNS Team to Deliver ATMIA Podcast
TNS' Director of Product Management, Katherine Brown has been invited by the ATMIA to
deliver a podcast to its members which will be followed by a Q&A session with Michael
Johnson, TNS’ Managing Director, FinTech Solutions, for the Asia Pacific region. The
podcast, ‘The move to wireless ATM deployments in Asia Pacific, current trends and future
direction’ will take place on March 14th at 2PM AEDT.
To sign up for the podcast click here.
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